C I M P A N
A N D R A
PRODUCT DESIGNER

ABOUT ME

I‘m a Product Designer with experience conceptualizing, crafting digital products, and helping
businesses expand their capacity for impact. I am very much a big-picture thinker with a high
interest in product strategy, facilitation, and prototyping, enjoying working on products end to
end, from ideation all the way to development. I'm passionate about improving the lives of others
through design and am constantly looking to learn new things every day.

EDUCATION

Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science
2014 - 2017 | Babes Bolyai University, Cluj Napoca, Romania
Double Master’s in Human-Computer Interaction and Design with a minor Innovation and
Entrepreneurship
2017-2018 | Universidad Politecnica de Madrid, Madrid, Spain
2018-2019 | Aalto University, Helsinki, Finland

WORK EXPERIENCE

Senior Product Designer - Capbase
12/2020 - Present | Remote
Designing a platform to manage contracts, set up your cap table and keep your company compliant. The
project involves working with stakeholders, conduct user research, creating new information information
schema and content strategy, and designing sketches, flow diagrams, wireframes, and mockups.
UX Researcher - Paladin Cyber
10/2019 - 12/2020 | Remote
In my UX Researcher role, my main responsibilities are researching and analysing complex customer and user
problems, identifying the business and user processes end-to-end. Together with my colleagues, we work on
developing new product concepts to solve those problems using various service and interaction design
methods which result in deliverables such as wireframes and final designs.

UX Designer - Ericsson
01/2019 - 07/2020 | Helsinki
As a user experience designer, I am responsible for the design work for a complex cybersecurity software
suite encompassing a platform and a user interface layer with multiple different user groups and touchpoints
to the external world. My work is focused on the development of individual features, user interface concepts,
wireframes, and final designs while also working on research projects and conducting user research. In
addition to supporting the users, I need to be aware of the business priorities of Ericsson and Ericsson's
customers and take them into account in my design work.

UX Analyst - Vipera
02/2018 - 06/2018 | Madrid
Ensuring the quality of important mobile banking solutions for the UAE, by conducting tests to validate that
the developed functionality is in accordance with the scope, evaluated user problems and issues, verified
that the UX as a whole meets the set internal and market standards, and also prepared quality assurance
reports for each product line. Another attribute of mine was to present ideas, recommendations, and
solutions that serve the requirements, oversee and contribute to the development of the interfaces.

Front-end developer - 3Pillar Global
07/2017 - 09/2017 | Cluj Napoca
Delivered engaging and visually compelling web designs with user-friendly UI that are cross-browser
compatible and mobile responsive for an online courses platform developed with the Backbone framework.
Trainer - Digital Kids
01/2015 - 09/2017 | Cluj Napoca
I worked as a trainer in the Digital Kids programme, teaching children aged between 8 and 12 basic concepts
about computers and how to code in Scratch, HTML and CSS. Working with children through this program
was certainly an enriching experience because it helped me strengthen my organizing, teamwork and
leadership skills.

Front-end developer - Telenav
05/2016 - 05/2017 | Cluj Napoca
Delivered engaging and visually compelling web designs with user-friendly UI that are cross-browser
compatible and mobile responsive creation of web tools using technologies such as Backbone, Angular and
NodeJs.

CONTACT

+40 (756) 290 400
cimpandra@gmail.com
https: //andracimpan.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/andracimpan

